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Abstract: We need to post many documents on the web, so, for this reason, we
use language which is used worldwide for creating documents that are platformindependent, and they are structured according go HTML specifications.Webiew
is a tool for HTML documents for constructing the semi-structured graph of data
known as SDG so that the internal structure of data embedded is captured and
formed a link to documents.At the high level of SDG, WebViewsupply query
processing credentials for finding SQL queries that are in opposition of SDG.,
the origin of the document is used for obtaining information from SDG.
Wrappers and integrators are used for obtaining information from optimal HTML
documents with stationery internal structure.
Keywords: Dynamic scheduling,job shop scheduling.

data.Data warehousing, index servers is the
approach used for employing.

I. Introduction to Management View
With the emerging market, one can say that
there is an increase in data rate over World
Wide Web(WWW).For this reason, web data
is in demand for approaching the desired
data.there are many method which are
proposed. For example, if someone wants to
retrieve data one can get the data from origin
or source whenever required from the web,
and they are known as on-demand.Some of the
data are collected from different sources and
they are stored in the repository before time so
that whenever required we can use them
according to our need or requirement. This is
known to be as preprocessing the web

For publishing data on the web,HTML works
as an important paradigm. The main focus is
on the acessing part of data of HTML
document, with its internal structure and with
static data so that when ever required it can be
changed. The information on weather, stock
exchange, and athletes etc. As This
information is required with the same data
everytime and is retrieved in a similar way.
When static data is recollected from main sets
of groups which is handled by HTML
documents group and are accessed frequently.
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The internal structure of the documents are
static and are when ever the data is retrieved it
is accessed in pattern matching using the
periodic expressions.Pattern Matching does
not provide the sufficient information and
cannot extract the highly structured
information.

The document is valid and consists of number
of HTML elements, like the start tag, stop tag,
and contains many in between the start and
stop.

In this work, Web View is a tool, which is
used as a first constructing internal
structure.WEView is used specificly for taking
out information by creating Semistructured
Data Graph(SDG).SDG is used for extracting
data from the respective source data
document. The paper is contributed in 3 parts,
First by creating SDG for HTML document.
Webview help in creating the SDG without
any kind of restriction that one must know
about the internal structure bore well in time.,
Where as it helps in building SDG , which
captures the source HTML document and
helps in extraction of the data.Secondly, It
helps in locating the desired information
which is embedded in an SDG and also take
help in hierarchical structure of data
components.Third, WebView also gives a
facility to link documents through hyperlinks.
The document which is linked and source
document is considered as a single document
for extracting information.

Fig 1:The document file with its URL

WebView:
WebView is tool for constructing the HTML
document and query of the document. The
strategy are embedded in view of this and the
source document is not known beforehand.
The SDG is a machine with the high level of
stack. And is formed earlier for the automaton
deigned for exrtracting information. The HSM
is capable for constructing and extract the data
from linked documents and the source
documents also.
The Web View
components:,

II. The Data Model:WebView





Considering the data which is present on the
web, there are many issues related to this.
First, Big amount of data written in the HTML
specification.Second, they are not known to
have the structure which is rigid and structure
in semi form. Third, The HTML documents
links are arranged in the hierarchically and
helps in extracting the HTML files and
information in the same pattern.
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Fig 2:The SDG for above HTML Document

The WebView Wrapper:
The functionals of webView wrappers are:




Help in building the SDG in
accordance to its constraints applied on
its objects

There are some constraints like tag-tag
dependency, Tag-hyperlink dependency,
and other associated links.

By the use of HTML document, the
tags are identified by its specification,
it can be either tag object or data object
Helps in identifying the constraints on
which is depends on earlier used object

WebView Interface:

Fig 3:UserInterface of WebView
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For the design purpose of the user interface of
the web view, e need to have an interactive so
that the user can post the queries against the
HTML document corresponding to the SDG
document.SDG allows the user to use them
directly to the highest level, i.e form leaf node
to root node all the in-between nodes appear in
the path.It consists of three components:


Menu bar at the top
Tab window on the right

The fig shows the file menu and the control
menu in WebView.In the file menu option,
one can access the URL of the current file and
control menu helps the user to go to the depth
of the links and give idea of its expanding and
collapsing nodes in the SDG.

SDG window which appears on the left

Fig 4:Collapsing of the Nodes in the SDG

III. WebView query language

searching through keyword for its each SDG
of an HTML document and the documents
which are linked.There is the syntax and the
semantics for the WebView query language.

The webview query processor is a processor
which bears the structure queries and the
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Fig 5:WebView Query sample design
IV Conclusion

kind of graphical representation of the
SDG.The current webview help in keyword
searching used in query language which is
structure sensitive.

As we know that WebView is a tool
forretrieving
data
form
HTML
documents.Webview helps in creating the
single, spanned SDG of the HTML file and
aslo help in linked documents. WebView is a
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